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Bunbury Masters Swimming Club Inc Newsletter
Fitness, friendship, fun!
In this issue we remind everyone of our very own Koombana Bay swim,
the Christmas wind up, and share an article about swimming in cold
water.

Read on for the latest STiNGERS news…

Hello Everyone
Welcome to our newsletter. In this newsletter we have details
regarding this Saturday’s (27 Nov) Open Water Swim at our very
own Koombana Bay, along with details for the end of year get
together and awards presentation, and some other goodies.
AND we won the CCC!!! ( by a long way )

UPCOMING
EVENTS
Next meeting

8th December 11:15am
Bunbury Swimming Club
Rooms SWSC

Swim Thru 4th December
Rottnest

Read on!
Ben

MSWA WOW #2

SWA OWS #4

Koombana Bay Open Water Swim Series
Saturday 27th November is the Koombana Bay swim and is open to
all.
The swim caters for 500m, 1.25km, 2.5km, 5km, 7.5km and 10km.
Stingers no longer need to pay the SWA OWS membership fee to
enter.

11th December
Ports Swim Thru
27rd November
Koombana Bay

th
SWA OWS #5 12 December

Glen Mervyn Dam

MSWA WOW #3

You can enter by going the this website
https://www.openwaterswimming.com.au/event/ows-seriesbunbury/
You can enter on the day however it is cheaper and more
convenient to enter beforehand.

Bunbury Masters Swimming Club Inc
PO Box 273 Bunbury WA 6231
secretary@bunburymasters.asn.au
www.bunburymasters.asn.au
Like us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/bunburymastersswimmingclub

18th December
Christmas 10km
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Koombana Bay Swim Through Results 2003
Brian Hall was rummaging through some of his old paperwork and came across the
published results of the 2003 swim.
Below is the list of past and present Stingers members that swam in this event in 2003.
I thought that this might be of interest to a number of our members.

Place
9
10
11
15
18
21
31
35
39
43
50
61
62
71
73
74
77
80
81
83
84
89
92
98
100
102
103
105
107
109

Name
Kylie English
Jim Smith
Barbara Pellick
Jim Stephen
Eloise Dortch
Alan Loffler
Garry Fee
Murray Johnston
Paul Smaniotto
John Drinkwater
Ron Edwards
Ian Adamson
Paul Wallace
Leanne Hobbs-Turner
Sandra Smith
Brian Hall
Coral Ganfield
Bill McGuigan
Mark Panizza
David Tognela
John Vergeer
Thelma Sharp
Errol Ganfield
Helen Griffiths
Raumati Carroll
Margaret Moylett
Gita Neumann
Cathy Allen
David Sharp
Marie Harris

Current
Stingers
Member
Y
Y

Past
Stingers
Member

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
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Christmas Get Together

Stingers, past Stingers and family members are invited to our end of year club presentations.
To attend, please transfer $10 per person to the club account: 036-122 642137 with your
name and Xmas as the description/reference (eg Ben and Jill Xmas).
Please RSVP and pay before the cut-off date of 13th December. See you there!

The location is at the base of the new apartment building next to the boat channel into the
inlet.
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Country Correspondence Carnival

YAY!
We won again.
Congratulations to the Bunbury Stingers members that competed in the MSWA
Country Correspondence Carnival.

Place

Team

Points

1 Bunbury

WBB

3,792

2 Mandurah WMH

1,386

3 Busselton

1,133

WBS

4 Geraldton WGT

598

A great big THANK YOU to everyone that competed. You are legends!

A full set of results and records broken will be emailed out soon.
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Lake Brockman OWS #3
Wetsuits were the order of the day, so it was a case of beg, steal or borrow to suit up
against the chilly 16° waters of Lake Brockman. Just fearless Les Fabre was immune to
these unexpected conditions. The weather and safe conditions made for a successful
event. I am sure there will be another event in this picturesque location next year. Richard
Morris, Jackie Panizza, Andrew Taylor and Iain Hensby all received medals, doing the
Stingers proud.

Master Chef Iain Hensby, ably assisted by his wife and ‘SUE’-chef, treated us to magnificent
fare back at their caravan. It truly is amazing how much our region has to offer. Places are
well in reach but we tend to travel afar to experience something this amazingly pristine.
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Richard Morris is not accustomed to wearing a wetsuit but blitzed his
opposition to collect a gold medal, in the 2.5km event.

Les Fabre swam 2.5km unphased by the 16° waters like a true ironman.
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Lake Taupo New Zealand???

You would think so, but no. It is actually our own Potters Gorge near Wellington Dam earlier in
November.
Steven Povee hosted our open water group in his backyard territory allowing us to bust down
the border if only for a day. While Ian Adamson provided safety backup for these privileged
swimmers, the remaining members made good use of the facilities, manning the bbq’s and
laying out scrumptious treats to share.
And young master Povee kept the wildlife well fed and entertained. The remainder of the time
was spent exploring the myriad of trails either by foot or on mountain bikes.
It is yet, just another gem on our doorstep and we have all vowed to return this summer.
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Rottnest Channel Swim 2022
The South32 Rottnest Channel Swim is a 19.7km open water swim from Cottesloe Beach to
Rottnest Island held on Saturday, 26 February 2022.
Two of our Stingers have teamed up with another two swimmers to field a team for this
iconic swim.
Good luck to you all!

George Williams, Jackie Panizza, Caroline Underwood and Steve Povee.
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Need a simple way to track your swims?
Need a simple way to track your swims? (Maybe to help Jetty Swim prep), or do you want to
be able to compete in a virtual swimming carnival? (Challenge others from our club or
around the world, while swimming in your local pool at a time that suits you)
CHECK OUT THIS VIDEO: https://zwimr.com/stingersinfo/
FREE ACCESS CODE: stingers
Thanks
Chris Gibbs
0419 930 888

How to keep warm in Open Water Swims

You’re either one or the other. The toasty-warm open water swimmer who does not seem at all
affected by colder water, or the type who feels like you’re a floating Antarctic iceberg.
If you’re the latter, it can feel like the chill takes over your body to the point of not being able to
swim efficiently or think clearly. In severe cases, it can lead to pulling out of races or hypothermia.
As we head into another beautiful open water swim series over the next several months, there are
many swimmers looking for information on how to stay warm during their races in the ocean and
lakes.
Below are some simple ways of staying toasty during open water swims. These tips were provided
by Jarrad Lawford, 2012 Rottnest Channel Swim solo winner, former Australian Age Open Water
Champion and Qualified Exercise & Sport Scientist.

1. Wear two caps
You lose most of your heat through different areas of your body. A large majority of that heat
escapes through your head and ears. Wearing two caps can help reduce how much of that heat
escapes during your swim.
Wearing a neoprene cap also works wonders. They are better suited for slightly cooler water such
as the freshwater lakes than your standard latex caps and tend to be thicker. These can be worn
underneath your coloured OWS Series caps.
Another benefit of wearing neoprene caps is the goggle straps seem to grip better to this texture
than latex, meaning it’s less likely they might come off or move around during your swim if worn
between the two caps.
If you can’t get your hands on a neoprene cap, don’t stress. Two regular latex caps also lock in more
heat.
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2. Wear a full-body wetsuit
At all our OWS Series events, wetsuits are optional. They are the best way to keep warm during
your swim. The water temperature itself determines whether swimmers wearing wetsuits are
eligible for prizes.
Wetsuits at our OWS series events are only compulsory for competitors if the water temperature
is below 18 degrees Celsius and they are swimming more than 5km under FINA rules and bylaws.
If the water temperature is between 18-20 degrees Celsius, prizes are on offer to those who
decide to wear wetsuits.
If you decide to wear a wetsuit in water temperature over 20 degrees Celsius, it means you will
not be eligible for prizes, but at least you will be nice and warm!
While the choice of wearing a wetsuit is entirely up to you, they are usually worn more when
races occur in freshwater or land-locked bodies of water as these tend to be slightly lower in
temperature.
If you are wearing a wetsuit, try to avoid a sleeveless suit as this allows heat to escape through
your armpits, which is another major heat-escaping area of your body.
Wetsuits are great for keeping you warm and providing more buoyancy as you swim, however,
they can alter your technique because of this.
The key to swimming in a wetsuit is try not to fight how the wetsuit changes your technique. You
may find your arms move wider around your body or personally find it difficult to raise your
elbows higher with each freestyle stroke.
Simply try to rotate with each stroke as much as possible and this will help you with your
underwater catch. The extra buoyancy of the wetsuit will help you move through the water more
efficiently and yes, wetsuits are faster than regular bathers.
If you are permitted to wear a wetsuit for any OWS races, make sure the wetsuit complies with
FINA rules and by-laws. It also needs to completely cover your torso, back, shoulders and knees.

Don’t have access to a wetsuit? No dramas! There is
plenty of other measures you can take to keeping
warm during a swim.
Need to check the wetsuit rules? Click here to see
the wetsuit laws from FINA.
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3. Cover your body in wool fat or Vaseline

(ewe!)

Sound gross? It does work wonders and essentially acts as a wetsuit if you don’t have one.
The places on your body where heat escapes from the most is your head, neck, armpits, groin
and feet. Your head, neck, wrist and ankles account for around 60% of this heat loss due to
increased blood flow in comparison to the rest of your body.
For open water swims, if you want to prevent heat escaping your body quickly, try applying
wool fat or vaseline to your neck, armpits, wrists, ankles and feet.
Your feet are another part of your body that play a vital role in regulating your body
temperature. By applying wool fat, you will lock this heat in.
You will be amazed at how well this reduces the impact of the cold water on your feet when
you kick. Not to mention, no one will want to swim in your drag and repeatedly touch your
feet if they are covered in wool fat!
Vaseline is not as good as wool fat at keeping you warm, however it is still effective. It also
means you slip through the water slightly easier and it can also reduce the effects of jellyfish
stingers during ocean swims as the tentacle barbs slip off, rather than penetrate your skin.
Just a heads up, vaseline and wool fat are tough to get off your bare hands and if you
accidentally wipe this on your goggles, they will become blurry. Try and use rubber gloves or
a plastic bag over your hand when applying this to your body.
Once you finish swimming, use soap with warm water or even baby wipes to remove wool fat
or vaseline from your body.

4. Wear earplugs
Don’t worry, you’ll still hear our race start!
Ever felt your ears during a hard work out? They become red hot.
It’s another pathway for your body to expel heat while exercising. A simple way of preventing
this heat loss is by wearing rubber ear plugs or blue-tack.
Sometimes wearing a cap is not enough, especially when your ears poke out from underneath
and water can enter your ear canal.
This will cool down your core-temperature very quickly. I’ve used ear plugs in colder water
before and it made a big difference. It also felt quite peaceful not hearing the constant
splashing of water in and out of my ears too.
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5. Practice swimming in colder water
Practice makes perfect.
When your body first enters cold water, it can be a shock to your system that causes your
body to constrict blood vessels and transfer most of your blood flow to your internal organs
rather than close to your skin, where most of the heat is lost.
That initial dip in the water can leave you hyperventilating or panicked. It’s very important
you try to stay relaxed and breathe calmly.
In Canada I swam under the ice for 30 metres. To this day I have never experienced cold like
that before in my life and initially upon entering the water I was hyperventilating very
quickly.
It wasn’t until I started to breathe as slowly and deeply as possible that my body started to
relax and deal with the cold. This made a huge difference to how warm I felt even though it
was freezing.
As you submerge, try to inhale and exhale deeply as your lungs will constrict as you enter
colder water initially. Just aim to catch your breath before you start increasing your swimming
speed.
The more you practice this, the better your body will acclimatise. With more stress comes
more psychological impacts of colder water. Being mentally comfortable helps you stay
physically relaxed and helps maintain the notion of feeling warm.

6. Warm-up for 10-15 minutes before your race
This is best done out of the water with simple arm and leg
swings followed by stretching for at least five minutes to
promote warm blood flow into your muscles.
This warm-up helps minimise the shock effect of colder
water on your body as you enter. It means you can pick up a
stroke rhythm much faster at the start of the race, which is
crucial.
You only need to warm up in the water for around 1-2
minutes before your swim. Spending 5-10 minutes
remaining stagnant in the water before the race start means
you will lose body heat and risk developing that ‘ice-cream
headache’ feeling.
You want to be as warm as possible at the race start. Even
sprinting in short bursts out to the start line is great for
preparing for the race. Keep moving before the race and
make sure your whole body is submerged so you get used to
the water temperature.
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7. Exhale underwater before breathing
This is incredibly important and easily overlooked, even by the most experienced swimmers.
The urge to breathe is not oxygen wanting to get into your lungs, it’s carbon dioxide wanting
to get out. Many swimmers will forget to exhale the carbon dioxide underwater before they
breathe, meaning they need to breathe out and in within about half a second when they turn
their head to the side.
Not only does this mean you’re getting in only half a breath during each inhale, but not
exhaling underwater means your carbon dioxide levels in your blood start to rise.
This eventually produces lactic acid as a by-product, which causes your muscles to lose this
increased body heat through your skin as you try to control your core body temperature.
The key to staying warm is staying relaxed. Breathing as efficiently and relaxed as possible
plays a huge part in this.
When you breathe, air is brought into your body and warmed, before being exhaled. This
results in a significant source of your heat loss. If you are stressed or hyperventilating in
colder water, this process is increased and sped up.
Try and keep your inhales and exhales relaxed so you maintain control over your core body
temperature. Tensing up your diaphragm and muscles during breathing also makes your body
sink slightly lower.
An easy way to prevent lactic acid build up
in your muscles and more heat loss is simply
by exhaling underwater before you breathe.
It also means you will inhale more oxygen
with each breath and maintain improved
blood-oxygen levels.
Buoyancy is key to swimming faster and a
relaxed breathing pattern not only helps you
control your body temperature better, but it
also helps benefit your swimming efficiency
by keeping your body position slightly
higher in the water.
Ever wondered why wetsuits are slightly
faster? It’s because you sit higher in the
water. The super-suits in the pool from the
late 2000s smashed nearly every swimming
world record within two years because they
provided more buoyancy, therefore less
drag.
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8. Carbohydrate loading and mid-race feeding
Eating plenty of proteins and carbohydrate-rich meals leading up to your swim throughout
the week means you will store this energy as glycogen in your muscle.
It means you will have more energy at your disposal during open water swims. The more
energy you carry into your race, the more heat will be produced as you swim, which in turn
can look after your core body temperature for longer.
It is only when swimmers really start to feel fatigued and burn through most of their energy
stores that they will start to feel the effects of cold water. Swimmers doing more than 5km
are usually more susceptible to this as they are in the water for longer.
While mid-race feeding is incredibly important for maintaining your energy levels for
2.5km, 5km, 10km or longer swims, a huge majority of the energy you burn will come from
your diet in the week leading up to the swim.
Golden rule? Eat plenty of healthy vegetables, pasta, bread, rice, oats and fruit leading up to
races and avoid processed or high-sugar foods.
Carbohydrate loading does not mean you need to eat more food than you usually would.
Simply replace your regular meals with food that is higher in carbohydrates and protein. If
you consume carbohydrate-rich food in excess levels this can leave you feeling bloated on
race day.
If you are going to consume liquids during a race, never have an ice-cold drink. This will cool
your core body temperature down significantly, slow down your digestion speed and can
leave you with an upset stomach. Feeding liquids need to be at room temperature.
Consuming a warm/hot coffee mid-swim which is able to be drunk quickly without burning
your mouth is also a great energy boost and quick method of warming your core body
temperature up.
Need some professional diet tips? Check out Fuel To Go & Play’s advice on pre-swim food
here.
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9. Spot the warning signs
It’s important that you know the warning signs of your body getting cold. The best way to avoid
hypothermia is by recognising the stages of what happens and take action quickly.
During the first stage, the body will start to shiver. This is a natural response from all of us
when our core body temperature drops. Shivering is essentially an automatic tightening and
relaxing of the muscles in rapid succession to warm you up.
Your circulation will also slow down as blood moves away from your skin to prevent more heat
loss and keep your internal organs warm. If you’re shivering, let someone know immediately or
consume a hot beverage.
One simple tip I found if I was cold during a swim was to kick as hard as possible for 10-20
seconds. This increases your heart rate and blood flow and I’ve found that many open water
swimmers are heavily reliant on their upper body, rather than their kick.
Your legs have the largest and strongest muscle groups in the body. Try short kicking bursts
and you will find that burn does help warm up your core body temperature.
As hypothermia moves into the second stage, your pulse will slow down and weaken along
with your breathing. Coordination decreases and you may even start to feel sleepy or confused.
The shivering effect from the first stage will also stop as your body approaches exhaustion.
The last stage can quickly lead into unconsciousness with no breathing or pulse.
It sounds daunting, but an easy way to prevent this from happening is to do something about it
the moment you start shivering.
Consuming a hot tea or coffee and kicking as hard as possible for 10-20 seconds are quick and
easy ways to increase blood flow and your core body temperature.
If you find you are cold no matter what you try, it’s time to pull the pin on the race before it gets
worse.
This means applying a dry towel and compressing your neck, chest and groin with dry clothing,
heat packs or consuming warm beverages.
There are always emergency experts on standby to warm you up quickly. The golden rule is to
know when to stop if nothing seems to be working.
Have any questions? Ask the OWS crew on race day and we will help you out. We’re here to
make your swims as enjoyable as possible and many members of our team are experienced
open water swimmers themselves.

See you on race day!
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Stingers are getting Tech Savvy
Some club members have been working hard behind
the scenes to give us better, easier access to the
programs before you get to the pool with handy drill
explanations and photos.
•Download this app
•Use this code GD-117184 to join the club
•Follow the set up steps
The app is available on Apple and Android phones
and tablets.

Three Ingredient Christmas Fruit Cake
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Club Contacts
President Sally Murphy
Vice President Allan Taylor
Secretary Julie O’Connor
secretary@bunburymasters.asn.au
Treasurer
Coaching
Coordinator
Coaching
Committee

Brian Hall 9721 6496
vacant
Julie O’Connor, Pam Hall,
Danielle Pesci

Club Captain

Allan Taylor

Club Captain

Alicia Stiffle

– Open Water

– Pool

Endurance Liz Common
Public Tanya Price
Relations
Safety Steve Povee
Newsletter Ben van de Ruit
editor@bunburymasters.asn.au
Social

Tanya Price

General Darren Spouse
Committee Mark Ritchie
Members Fiona Florance
Like us and share with
your friends on Facebook @
bunburymastersswimmingclub

Thanks to all contributors
As always, many thanks to all contributors to
our newsletter. ……
Til next time
See you in the water!
Ben – the Ed.

